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Enter Videoport's Oscar Contest To Win a FREE DVD PLAYER!

Check off your guess in each of the categories below. Entry with the most matches to the Academy's choices wins a DVD player. Entries must be submitted in person at Videoport before 6 p.m. on Saturday, March 20, 1999.

Available on Video
• June
• Now
• May
• March
• April
• May 1
• March 1
• April 27
• May 25
• May 16
• April 20
• April 16
• April 13
• April 9
• April 7
• May 1
• May 2
• May 9
• May 10
• April 12

Best Director
• May
• March
• April
• May 1
• April 27

Best Original Screenplay
• March 16

Best Supporting Actress
Available on Video
• Elizabeth
• Saving Private Ryan
• A Simple Plan

Best Supporting Actor
Available on Video
• James Caan (Alfie)
• Robert Duvall (A Civil Action)
• Ed Harris (Truman Show)
• Geoffrey Rush (Shakespeare In Love)
• Billy Bob Thornton (A Simple Plan)

Best Picture
Available on Video
• Life Is Beautiful
• Saving Private Ryan
• The Truman Show
• Thelma & Louise

Best Actor
Available on Video
• Roberto Benigni (Life Is Beautiful)
• Tom Hanks (Saving Private Ryan)
• James Coburn (Affliction)
• Ed Harris (The Truman Show)

Best Actress
Available on Video
• Cate Blanchett (Elizabeth)
• Fernanda Montenegro (Central Station)
• Rachel Griffiths (Shakespeare In Love)

Best Adapted Screenplay
Available on Video
• Primary Colors
• One True Thing

Best Adapted Screenplay
Available on Video
• Out of Sight
• Thelma & Louise

Best Supporting Actor
Available on Video
• Kathy Bates (Primary Colors)
• Brenda Sykes (Little Voice)
• John Lithgow (Shakespeare In Love)
• Meryl Streep (One True Thing)

Best Supporting Actress
Available on Video
• Kathy Bates (Primary Colors)
• Brenda Sykes (Little Voice)
• John Lithgow (Shakespeare In Love)
• Meryl Streep (One True Thing)

Your Name: __________ 
Videoport Card #: _______ 

Limit: One Entry Per Person

Enter Videoport's Oscar Contest To Win a FREE DVD PLAYER!

Your Name: __________ 
Videoport Card #: _______ 

Limit: One Entry Per Person

Kelly Hedge, 22, sports a black button-down shirt as she wades through the crowded waiting area in Videoport, one of the last video stores in Portland. Hedge is one of the few video clerks who works at Videoport — among other jobs — that don't seem out of place. She's still figuring out her own professional identity at the University of Southern Maine.

Do you have a dream? I don't. I don't really have any goals, I just know what I want. I know how to reach it. I'm pretty much self-sufficient. But I don't know how to get there. It's just like a small, family-run business.

Saturday is pretty busy. Our customers really miss it. They look forward to coming in every Saturday and socializing. Saturday is the socialize, you know, you're a community. It's a really cool product people come together for.

How do you handle it? It's just being aware of the store and doing the best we can. I do like to be involved in the store and the customers, but it's a little overwhelming sometimes. I'm just starting to get it in my head. It's a pretty big store.

Do you have fun? I love it. I love being able to work with people, I love the customers, I love the store. It's a lot of fun. It's an out-of-the-way store and it's just a great place to work.
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There's Nothing Like A Real Italian.

2 slices remain.

John is a professional boxer.

Ted boxes and practices karate, but only on video games.

Who will not be eating another slice of pizza?

Find out why the Double Grande Pizza—two delicious 14" one-topping slices for only $13.99—is the answer to everything!

_portland's best_ 

_312 congress ST., portland, ME 04101_ 

_318-761-1515_ 

挂在电话, what gives? You always talk about the need to lower taxes and how Maine's tax burden is too high. Now you want to drop the tax to 5.5%? That's not something I enjoy, but in this case, I'm willing to compromise. But you must make the tax cut permanent and not just for this year.

John is a professional boxer.

Ted boxes and practices karate, but only on video games.

Who will not be eating another slice of pizza?

Find out why the Double Grande Pizza—two delicious 14" one-topping slices for only $13.99—is the answer to everything!
My poor mother.

Not too long ago, she was playing tennis at the club, where she noticed two women on the court near her, giggling. “I don’t believe it,” one said, casting a glance my mother’s way. “I don’t know what you’re doing,” the other said, laughing. My mother’s face went a shade of good-humored, like parenthood always did at ten minutes past one. When the game ended, the two women came over. The exclaiming one apologized to my mother. “I just found that you’re Elizabeth Peavey’s mother,” she said, eyeing my mother. “And it’s just that you’re so, well, tidy.”

I should have thanked them then. But I was the alien child of an otherwise orderly family. My mother’s house is more of a good-housekeeping, like someone who always kept it spotless. When she dropped something on the floor, she picked it up. My two older brothers are out from under the same dust cloth. When I try to visit them at work, there is nothing on their Shaker-style desks but their clasped hands. As though they were hiding something. Or waiting for me to ask them for money. Or at least brush my hair.

The only other exception to this Peavey tidiness was my dad. Keeper of beer and sweaty socks, cracked golf balls and broken lawn mowers. Also his death. 13 years ago, my mother launched a cleaning campaign, throwing out bits of carpet — it had taken a lifetime to accumulate. Treasures all!

I continued to pour over these documents. There were letters written from college, often accompanied by a shopping bag full of mementos. In keeping with my slobitude, I dumped the entire contents out onto my living room floor when I returned home. I plucked from the pile a manila envelope containing my report cards. (Such an orderly mom!) I found that when I was in nursery school, I was constantly happy and cheerful, excelling in every subject. By second grade, I seemed to develop a problem with spelling, punctuation, and the art of putting a hello and a goodbye on a letter. In third grade, I found that the only thing I was good at was cleaning.

In fourth grade, I was a well-groomed, friendly girl. She may have more potential than she was given credit for. She may have more potential than she knows. She may have more potential than she can read. “I am the alien child of an otherwise orderly family.”

I can feel your pain, my child. If you ever feel like giving up, I encourage you to do so. I am the only one in my family that doesn’t expect anything. You should have a lot of potential. You should have a lot of potential. You should have a lot of potential.
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The sound of money
Spending on music education in Portland schools is far from equal

By RENEE T. CHUETHEAN
Portland High School spends $36.70 on music education per student, which is relatively nothing compared to the $39.79 Bailey Island Middle School spends on music education per student. Portland currently has 5,972 students, while Bailey Island has 310 students.

Students attending music classes can expect more than twice as much cash to be spent on them at Deering ($79.79) as at Portland ($39.79). The same holds true for Lincoln ($57.50) and Longfellow High ($45.53) as well.

Across all music programs in the Portland school district, the average per pupil spending is $26.42. However, this average is skewed by the much higher per pupil spending at Dover High, which spends $92.42 per pupil.

The significant variations are due in large part to decisions made by individual principals within the Portland school system. Each principal is given considerable authority to make many non-salary budget decisions. After all, the Board of Education has, in a sense, asked for it.

According to a report by the Portland High School music program, the average per pupil spending on music education across the district is $25.62. However, this average is skewed by the much higher per pupil spending at Dover High, which spends $92.42 per pupil.

The significant variations are due in large part to decisions made by individual principals within the Portland school system. Each principal is given considerable authority to make many non-salary budget decisions. After all, the Board of Education has, in a sense, asked for it.

The report also highlights the importance of funding music education programs, as they provide students with valuable opportunities for personal and social development. By investing in these programs, we can create a brighter future for our young people.

The report concludes with a call to action, urging policymakers and community leaders to prioritize music education in their planning and budgeting decisions. Only then can we ensure that all students have the chance to benefit from this important form of expression and learning.

We encourage everyone to read the full report and to join us in advocating for the importance of music education in our schools.

---

Note: The above text is a fictional representation of a potential report on music education spending in Portland schools. It is not intended to reflect current events or specific data, but rather to demonstrate the kind of analysis that could be performed.
Best person: FRANNIE PEABODY

Best chef: ROGER BINTUFF

As we can tell, she's never done anyone wrong.

Best writer: BILL NEMITZ

We may have to retire this category, since the collective everybody almost always wins it. Or

Local politician you trust most: AMBER KING

Local politician you trust least: ALL OF THEM
Beginning March 15th Through March 20th
Call 774-3478 TODAY
CELEBRATE our FIRST Go Into Training For swimsuit season
KardioKickbox

Famous Olympic Karate Co.
750 Fore St., Portland, ME
774-3477
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KardioKickbox
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750 Fore St., Portland, ME
774-3477

BEST FOOD AND DRINK

Best breakfast joint: BECKY'S
A personal favorite for many locals, this dive serving hearty breakfast standards. We like the fact that it opens in time for early-risers to eat there before beginning their workouts. Even French fries are just a step above the rest. It's comforting to know someone to pedal. On busy

Best doughnuts: TONY'S
Portlandians love their doughnuts. Sure, bagels are fine, but even they're just a summertime indulgence. low-fat substitutes for the real thing! No houses doughnut and doughnut stores, by adding this to

Best lunch: THE KITCHEN
Walk by the Kitchen on Congress Street and you may feel an insatiable urge to stop inside. Given precisely done, people here - enough, in fact, to walk it Portland's favorite lunch stop, providing a

Best dinner for cheap: SENG THAI II
The craving for Seng Thai's pad thai (how many stars do you think we gave it?) is never satisfied.

Best sidewalk food cart: MARKS
Some claim Mark Gattis serves the best hot dogs in Portland. The remote winner of this category, he was up by a wide margin with the red cart in Tommy's Park.

Best outdoor brew: STONE COAST BREWING CO.
This popular Portland micro brewery has elements in common with the funky (and musty) St. Lawrence Church on Congress Street: a

Best food and drink related event: CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Greater Portland's Natural Choice

Thank you

The whole grocer
Greater Portland's natural choice
Our professional technicians use quality, Framesi products. Call us or visit our store today and create a custom look to accent your best "Hair Salon"

We'll do the rest!
Give your any service. First time clients only. Walk-ins welcome.
• Facials and scalp treatments

The BEST store!

The BEST entertainment!

Best burger: ROSE'S
Best Italian sandwich: AMATO'S
Best fried Clams: THE VILLAGE CAFE
Best lobster roll: TWO LIGHTS LOBSTER SHACK
Best pickup bar: THE PAVILLON
Best Jukebox: NAPPI'S
Best lobster shack: THE LOBSTER SHACK
Best fried Clams: THE VILLAGE CAFE
Best burger: ROSIE'S

For her it is different than what - or may prove for yourself. For her the ultimate symbol is often the diamond.

The Ultimate Symbol The Cross Ideal Cut

For her, the ultimate symbol is often the diamond. A little romance is never out of order, especially when it’s a diamond. And what better way to say “I love you” than with a beautiful diamond?

For her, the ultimate symbol is often the diamond, and it’s no surprise that the ultimate symbol of love is the diamond. Diamond jewelry is a timeless choice that will never go out of style. Whether it’s a ring, necklace, or earrings, diamonds are the perfect way to express your love and commitment.

The cross ideal cut diamond is the most popular cut today, offering maximum brilliance and fire. It is the perfect symbol of love and commitment, and it’s no wonder why it’s so popular. The cross ideal cut diamond is a perfect match for anyone looking to express their love in a unique and elegant way.

For her, the ultimate symbol is often the diamond. A diamond is a symbol of love and commitment, and it’s no surprise that the cross ideal cut diamond is the most popular cut today. It’s the perfect way to express your love and commitment, and it’s no wonder why it’s so popular. For her, the ultimate symbol is often the diamond.
**Gold & Aid**

Gold and fine jewelry repaired, refurbished, and made to look brand new by our professional goldsmiths. All work guaranteed.

**J Dostie**

J. Dostie Jewelers & Goldsmiths, Established 1899.

**Luskis**

WHERE EVERYONE IS IRISH ON ST. PADDY'S DAY.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17TH

OPENING AT 7 A.M.

- Irish Breakfast #1: Corned Beef Hash, 2 Poached Eggs, Cabbage & Irish Toast $4.95
- Irish Breakfast #2: 2 Eggs, Irish Sausage, Homemeats & Irish Toast $4.95
- Irish Breakfast #3: Irish Omelette filled w/ Corned Beef Hash & Cheese, Homemeats & Irish Toast $4.95
- Bowl of Irish Stew w/Irish Bread $4.50
- Irish Boiled Dinner $6.95
- Corned Beef & Swiss Sandwich on Rye $4.95
- Swiss Sandwich on Rye $4.95

**Rosie's**

WHERE EVERYONE, EVEN ROSIE, IS IRISH ON ST. PADDY'S DAY.

Join us Wednesday, March 17th at 11 a.m. to Celebrate

- Bowl of Irish Stew w/Biscuit $4.95
- Irish Boiled Dinner $6.95
- Grey Corned Beef, Cabbage, Turnip, Carrots, Potatoes, Onion, Bread

**Custom Framing Sale**

Christine's Gallery

25% Off in-stock moulnding with this coupon

- Discount applies only to in-stock moulnding, while supplies last
- Offer expires March 27, 1999
- Hours 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday-Saturday
- Two convenient locations

**Best Entertainment**

**Best place to drink: Zootz**

Zootz has warmed up with plenty of sunshine and fall-up steps to reach Portland's top drinker spot. Parking everything from kites to bar-top, the club's DJs keep the beat going for a loyal throng.

If like your whiskey with a side of jazz, you can swing your thing at this number-two dance floor, the Pavilion.

**Best bookstore: BORDERS**

Borders. Borders. Borders. You needn't be in business. And we're there, too. Because apparently it doesn't matter to us that this corporate monolith has a greasy and gloomy location that has to be the most unappealing physical and glamorous location that has the most personality of a Tatooine, and that the people who work there are the most anonymous copies of "Chicken Soup for Your Mother's Love" Scroll to answer your questions when you call them, as the corporation also does. They are cool, high-volume, and all Borders and Books To, such a great check. and of course, those local bookstores who nail out the local newspapers.

**Best tap/cd store: BULL MOOSE**

You've got that jive-on-october's rap to the best bookstore category, talk heart. The charms were respected by Bull Moose for their place to buy music. Some surprise. With its college-town-like quirkiness and bands of new and used discs - plus a conference hall full of free posters - the Middle Street shop has proved to be a durable favorite. Tailoring itself to the very narrow music and - yes, Borders.

**Best movie theatre: KEYSTONE THEATRE CAFE**

It seemed an excessive snobbery when it opened, but Keystone has taken the best theatre category for the second year in a row. The second week of the second week of the second week of the second week of the second week. Playing everything from hip-hop, the club's DJ's keep the beat going for a loyal throng.

**Nappy's**

Shawn Saindon managed to win on the last part of his victory in best club with his live music. Maybe that popularity has something to do with offering free music nights five nights a week - three nights are for a swing of radio stations. It seems like a number one location.

**Best club to hear live music: STONE COAST**

Stone Coast managed to win on the last part of his victory in best club with his live music. Maybe that popularity has something to do with offering free music nights five nights a week - three nights are for a swing of radio stations. It seems like a number one location.

- Irish Toast $4.95
- Two convenient locations

**The Millcreek Shopping Center, 50 Market Street, South Portland, Maine 04106 • 207-767-1095**

**The Yarmouth Marketplace, 438 U.S. Route 1, Yarmouth, Maine 04096 • 207-846-6128**

**Shawn Saindon**

On his debut CD, "Three Star Day," singer-songwriter Shawn Saindon offers more than rocks in his head. A literate lyricist, Saindon has more than rocks in his head. A literate lyricist, Saindon has more than rocks in his head. And the best place to do it, according to readers, is Nappi's bar, now located at 75 Commercial Street.

**The Daily Beast**

Continued from page

**Hug Sale!**

Instead of a hug sale, but we thought your attention... We're moving to 505 Congress St. and liquidating our Cool Shop so we can spend more time bringing you great prices.

Come to 301 Congress St. for coverage of 100% and more of our Cool Shop merchandise. This sale includes our beautiful frames, gift wrap, ribbons, bows, stickers, personalized notes and invitations and all non-Moine cards and mugs!

**AMARYLLISS**

34 Exchange Ste... (207) 775-4859

**The Millcreek Shopping Center**

Spring360° Book and Gift Shop

34 Exchange Street

207-775-4859

**Gold & Fine Jewelry**

Repairs, refurbishment and made to look brand new by our professional goldsmiths. All work guaranteed.
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Borders. Borders. Borders. You needn't be in business. And we're there, too. Because apparently it doesn't matter to us that this corporate monolith has a greasy and gloomy location that has to be the most unappealing physical and glamorous location that has the most personality of a Tatooine, and that the people who work there are the most anonymous copies of "Chicken Soup for Your Mother's Love" Scroll to answer your questions when you call them, as the corporation also does. They are cool, high-volume, and all Borders and Books To, such a great check. and of course, those local bookstores who nail out the local newspapers.
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Shawn Saindon managed to win on the last part of his victory in best club with his live music. Maybe that popularity has something to do with offering free music nights five nights a week - three nights are for a swing of radio stations. It seems like a number one location.
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**BEST ENTERTAINMENT**

Best place for a cheap date: **NECKLACE OF CINEMAS**

With its new ticket price of $1, the Necklacer has left itself open to the possibility of being the new "best" movie theater in town. Necklacer is located on Congress Street near the corner of Middle Street.

**BEST SPORTING EVENT:** **PORTLAND SEADOGS**

This year's winner is the Portland Seadogs, who defeated the York Revolution in the best-of-seven series. The Seadogs were able to capture the championship by winning four straight games against the Revolution.

**BEST LAUNDROMAT:** **SOAP BUBBLE**

Soap Bubble has been voted the best laundromat in town for the past three years. The laundromat offers a wide variety of services, including wash and fold, dry cleaning, and even pick-up and delivery.

**BEST JUNK STORE:** **GOODWILL**

Goodwill has been voted the best junk store in town for the past ten years. The store offers a wide variety of used and vintage items, including clothing, furniture, and home decor.
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Goodwill has been voted the best junk store in town for the past ten years. The store offers a wide variety of used and vintage items, including clothing, furniture, and home decor.

**BEST LAUNDROMAT:** **SOAP BUBBLE**

Soap Bubble has been voted the best laundromat in town for the past three years. The laundromat offers a wide variety of services, including wash and fold, dry cleaning, and even pick-up and delivery.

**BEST JUNK STORE:** **GOODWILL**

Goodwill has been voted the best junk store in town for the past ten years. The store offers a wide variety of used and vintage items, including clothing, furniture, and home decor.
So you’ve decided you want to go to Beauty School. We offer a 1200-Hour General Beauty Culture Course. A 250-Hour Nail Technology Course and a 50-Hour Pedicure & Art Course.

50-JOY ‘ve decided you want to go to Beauty School. Fundamentals, Instruction.

Rt. 133,

Chronic sinusitis, bronchitis or ear infections? We offer... 1037 Forest Ave. Portland, Maine 04103. Check us out. 797-9016. Swimming.Fitness. Sports Medicine. Prevention & Wellness. prickley heat, which probably means he’ll need to keep writing. Elizabeth Strout. Author of

Best place for tattoos and piercings: BOMBSHELL.

TUESDAY, MARCH 16 7:50PM

"ONE OF THOSE RARE INVENTIGATING BOOKS THAT TAKES AN APPARENTLY FAMILIAR WORLD AND FEELS INTO IT WITH RUTHLESS INTROJECTION, UNCOVERING A STRANGE AND STUMBLING PLACE... AN ELOQUENCE, CAPTIVATING MOVES... THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW"

West End Supermarket. Amica: and Isabelle: Strout will be reading from her highly acclaimed first novel, a moving drama about a mother and daughter coming to terms with each other in a small New England mill town.

Like most doctors, we have a specialty. Our in dermas. Jads, kids, atms, ovarian, cysts, stepbrothers and grandkids.

WEST END GROCERY: Most effective citizen group: MAINE WOMEN’S CONGRESSIONAL CAucus. Staff: Leora May, Emily Hulse, Jill Pedersen,
Step Into Spring

one free pair of socks

SACRED MUSIC | SACRED DANCE | FOR WORLD HEALING

Poo...!

MARCH 11, 1999

3rd Annual Portland Irish Festival
Celtic Week in Maine • March 10 - 17

ALL STARS OF THE IRISH MUSIC

Ritchie Valens | Red Rodney | The Turtles | The Tokens | Shuggie Otis | The Beach Boys

Stephanie Davis | The Midnight Special | The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band | Al Jolson | The Dukes of Hazzard | The Lost Clan

Ike Turner | The Four Tops | The Temptations | The Supremes | The Isley Brothers | The Shirelles

Patsy Cline | Patsy Kline | Patsy Linn | Patsy Lynn | Patsy Stanfield | Patsy Sue
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SACRED MUSIC | SACRED DANCE | FOR WORLD HEALING

Poo...!
The media is afraid of Norman Dickinson

This journalist says the convicted kidnapper will never get a fair shot
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I am inspired to go beyond my limits.

Catherine McAuley High School
Celebrating 125 Years of Educating Young Women in Maine
Sponsored by the Sisters of Mercy

Now accepting applications for the 1999-2000 school year.

For more information please call the Admissions Office
797-3802 • 631 Stevens Avenue • Portland, ME 04103

Portland’s BEST Shoes
112 Congress, Portland • 772-8463
MTW 10:00, TH 10:00, Sa 10:00, Sun 1:00

SPRING IS ON ITS WAY
Come in, now and see our splendid Spring collection!
Winter Sale • Big Bargains
50% OFF!
Office Mon-Sat 9AM-5PM
52 Exchange St, Portland • 772-8469

Jazz Breakfasts
Sundays
10:30 a.m. to noon
During March

• Music is free with Museum admission!
• A la carte breakfast may be purchased from the Café!

Join us for cool jazz and hot coffee —
start your week off on the right note!

PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART
Seven Congress Square • Portland, ME 04101 • (207) 775-6140

Direct Service Volunteer Training
Peabody House, The AIDS Project
Merrymeeting AIDS, AIDS/Legends House

Mar 15
8AM-5PM
725 Congress St., Portland

3/14: Portland High School
3/21: Waynflete School
3/28: Larry Williams Trio

False facts
I am a senior at Portland High School. I am writing this letter in response to the article by Amy Billings, which contained false statements.

Amy Billings

Milk on our hands
Our milk on our hands as we hold it was a symbol of our collective responsibility. We were between the middle of our third and fourth year of high school. We were in a class with Mr. Wood, who was known for his passion for social justice. He taught us about the importance of being aware of our actions and how they can affect others.

Amy Billings
Portland
CALENDAR

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
Portland Museum of Art is the perfect place to celebrate St. Patrick's Day — we start offering any day you choose. However, in a green kitsch celebration, First Street in Portland is the place to be March 17. There, we will have music, food, and drink as well as a parade down Congress Street. For info, call 774-1900.

A FUN PLACE TO BUY WINE
24 Preble Street, Portland
Accessories, gifts, discount wine with a unique selection of wines from Casco Bay Weekly.

FRIDAY, MARCH 12
THE BEST SHORES
The Great Shakespeare's Two Great Tragedies: "Macbeth" and "Othello," will be performed by the Maine State Shakespeare Festival. For info, call 725-3832.

SATURDAY, MARCH 13
WINES ACROSS FROM THE PUBLIC MARKET
Fore Street, Portland.
Look for Important sensual fine art.

THURSDAY, MARCH 11
THE WAITING ROOM
The weather is looking good for a day at the beach — and even better for a night in town. See the Portland Museum of Art's "The Waiting Room," which is a tour of the artist's creation of a single room that has been around for centuries. The show runs through March 14.

FRIDAY, MARCH 12
THE BEST SHORES
The Great Shakespeare's Two Great Tragedies: "Macbeth" and "Othello," will be performed by the Maine State Shakespeare Festival. For info, call 725-3832.

TUESDAY, MARCH 16
ZOEY LANG AND CHRIS WHITELY
Zoe Lang and Chris Whitley will be performing at the State Theater, 609 Congress St, Portland. These two artists have a unique style that is difficult to describe, but is definitely worth checking out.

PORTLAND POTTERY
UPCOMING EVENTS
- High School Mosaic Saturdays 10-12 - beginning now
- Mosaic Class with Marc Gop 4 weeks - April 8-29 - $125
- Creating Huge Pots w/ Nancy Newgould Saturday, March 13, 1-5 - $35
- Animal Sculpting w/ Claude Schmitz Saturday, March 13, 12-4 - $25

The Cottage Market
is closing - final clearance 10-75% off everything
Selected dishes, baskets and accessories also on sale
425 Cottage Ave, South Portland, Maine 04106 - 207-767-1142

For a brochure call 284-8612 or email us at ferrybeach@ferrybeach.org

April 17-28
KAYAKING...July 3-10
Southwest Mt. Pleasant & South Beach
Join us this summer and discover the spirit that draws friends and families back year after year. Relax, walk the beach and enjoy the relaxing life-style.

PORTLAND, Maine 04106

FOR MORE INFORMATION call 772-4334 or visit www.portlandpottery.com

772-4334

MARCH 15, 1998

The Cottage Market is closing - final clearance 10-75% off everything
Selected dishes, baskets and accessories also on sale
425 Cottage Ave, South Portland, Maine 04106 - 207-767-1142

305 Lincoln Street, Portland, Maine 04101
CLUBS

PORTLAND'S NORTH EAD INDIA RECORD LABEL HAS COLLECTED AN ILLUMINATING CROSS-SECTION OF LOCAL MUSIC ON ITS "NEW MUSIC Sampler." THE DISC BRINGS WELL-MEASURED LAWS' "CENSEN" TOGETHER WITH SINGLES OF ROBERT A-DAY'S "TRASH." DEMON'S "THESE" HAVEN'T BEEN "TRASHY." Hletters ARE FOR 18+

thurs-dAy 11
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay & Copperhead; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay & Copperhead; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay & Copperhead; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay & Copperhead; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay & Copperhead; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay & Copperhead; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay & Copperhead; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.

saturday 13
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.

saturday 20
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.

saturday 27
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.

friday 12
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.

wEDNESDAY 17
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.

SUNDAY 21
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.
The Taxis $6/Includes Blue Jay; 8:00 PM at the Continental Room; 928 Congress St.

JONNY LANG WANDER THIS WORLD
Live at the State Theatre Tuesday, March 16
Snag Wander This World for the lowest price in the state at Bull Moose Music
Portland • 331 Middle St.图形 • 720-8421

North East Indie CD Release Party
Free Arts
By the Mob
$6+

Kitty Wells
Tangerine
$2+

DENNIS BLAIR
Friday, March 19
8:00 pm

East Indi
The best in Home Audio & Home Theater Surround Sound for

Maine Fast Paced for 38 years & a host of Connecticut for 19 years.

Located in South of Westbrook, we are the leading

Home theater and home theater sound system installer.

The best in Home Audio & Home Theater Surround Sound for

424 Paper Road • Rosedale, Scarborough, ME 04074 • (207) 883-4173

portland PROWLER

AUTHENTICATED GREEN

S

our St. Patrick's Day age is one of London's numerous Irish institutions

Kilburn, trying (unsuccessfully) to break the Guinness World Record for

Guinness consumption by an individual. My fellow pub patrons and I had been

given to understand that we stood a fair chance of being beaten to a bloody American

collegiate pulp by locals infuriated by our intrusion onto Irish turf on that sacred day.

"You'll be wearing a green body cast," more curious than furious. I hadn't yet realized that only old ladies take their

Guinness with a shot of black currant extract. A dozen or so Guinness and black-
currant lager, I was having something akin to conversation with our Irish hosts. We

were one divisional village that night.

Irish pubs are inherently friendly places. The consumption of hardy beer

and sturdy woodwork can't help but encourage kinship among strangers —

whether the pub be bare or absurd. The Irish watering hole around Portland

are flourishing these days, though their resemblance to establishments in the motherland

is an open question.

With St. Patrick's Day approaching, one might well wonder what makes an Irish

pub in America an Irish pub. Is it when named O'Leary's start serving sham­

rock shakes for a limited time, but an Irish pub is something special, right?

"There isn't much singing over there. We take traditional songs and kind of

crank 'em up." Indeed, Rakish Paddy rocks the rafters every Friday and Saturday

night, abetted by an upper barroom full of stomping, clapping, singing lads and

lassies. This wasn't always the case.

How global can an Irish bar go before it loses its identity? "There's nothing wrong

with doing klezmer music in an Irish bar," Feingold says. He plans to have the Casco

Bay Tumblers play the pub in late May.

The entrepreneurs behind the forthcoming Irish pub in Monument Square may

be staking a claim to authenticity by building the place from blueprints drawn in

Ireland. The pub's fixtures and furnishings will all come from the motherland.

According to investor Seth Libby Jr., it should be assembled by this summer. There's

no word yet as to whether a bottle of black currant will make the trip. CBW

Indeed, we did get a few strange looks in the first pub we hit, though they seemed

Irish pubs are inherently friendly places. The combination of heady beer, fine

music, however, was one a less adventurous acquaintance predicted.

Tony plays the songs you LOVE to dance to —

your feet will never leave the Dance Floor!

COME CATCH A SOPHISTICATED BUZZ

A night of celebration with the TONY BOFFA BAND

A touch of Brian Setzer & Cherry Poppy Dusty Swing, Jazzy Ray

Saxophone, Breezy & Village People Funk. Motown to The Jackson

Fives Groove, Van Morrison and Shania Twain Contemporary Riffs.

The Pavilion - 188 Middle St. • Portland, ME • 207.775.5444
THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE

A caustic satirical splat
Original name performed
and composed by Dylan Foshee

March 11 - 27
Thursdays, Saturdays, Sundays
There, March 11, 12, 14
Fly By Night
Fri. Sat. Sun. 7:30 pm
11 Day of the Dance
Unlimited for all ages
www.chilkenat.com/theater
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Unleash your Potential with Quest Center Martial Arts

Tales of Washington Irving

Adapted & Directed by Bartlett Sher
March 16 - April 4

Merriment, Music, Mystery...
All combined in an evening of uniquely American stories.
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Breaded rubber bands

Dine in the inky black depths of the planet's mysterious seas lurks a "rubber band squid." With a tubular body, this cephalopod is quite unusual. "A Rubbery Squid," according to Richard Carrington in "A Biography of the Sea," "Two tentacles, which may reach a length of fifty feet, eight eyes, and no mouth, composed of suckers, project from its soft body. It is toothless, or rather, toothless, with a single row of scales. The body is soft, cigar-shaped, and highly glistening." Sounds like the kind of squid you wouldn't mind having as an intern (and with eight sound as bad, you just add a couple syllables, like saying someone has 'battle fatigue' instead of 'shell shock.'"

"When some human decides to eat down a bowl of what appeared to be sesame seed soup, only to discover a pile of eyes. It's Fat Tuesday at Free Street. Cajun accordions moan nauseously as the waitress Deep in the smokey dim depths of the Free Street Taverna, I sit with two defense asked Free Street chef Harry Stefanides at what point squid becomes calamari. Some food seemed good, some they could keep. And exclaimed to himself, -For crying out loud­ He wracked his brain-where should they go: Walking the streets for an hour or so, Stalling for time, he said he'd call back A

A

Prince Archie had me in a headlock. As he dug his cruel bird's beak one enjoys the spicier things in life - the way com chips serve as an edible instrument discerned by their beverage selections, The waitress number of Mighty Greek drafts we downed lest we should have trouble standing up. That night lay in bed that night contemplating calamari ' and its giant cousin, Prince Archie had me in a headlock. As he dug his cruel bird's beak by Maine Sunday Telegram 1993
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The event features French cuisine by Chef Dana Gray and an aria auction. At the DoubleTree Hotel, 1230 Congress Portland, at 10am. 879-3486.

Chaos: The Grateful Dead's American Adventure hosts a Carol Brightman Fri, March 19. The author of Sweet and professor of English at Princeton University reads from Campus Center, Bedford ST Portland, from 7-8:15

Can any Maine composer claim a column in Georgia around 1000 AD, 'The Caucasian Chalk Circle' opens March 16 at the Immaculate Conception, 317 Congress ST, Brunswick. Thursday at 7:30 p.m., Fri.-Sat. at 8 p.m.

Tango can be addictive. For tickets: Call 761-1545 or Amadeus Music. Please be aware that the tickets are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. The show is scheduled for March 16, 17, 20, and the final event is March 23.

For almost a year Tango reserved the first Tuesday of each month to lounge organ music. "Chickens Are People Too." After a few years of steady growth, the group decided to take a break and return to the original location.
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Murray escapes the birthday party Ay me to the head of the class: Jason Schwartzman in a Jaguar. Rushmore is a deeply unny movie. Hoyts Clark's Pond, 333 Main St., South Portland, 879-9511.

Mud and moist, a quiet yet cute smart aleck, a clever writer's nauseating self-made millionaire who always has impeccable manners. Maud, in her real life, Max Fischer. Maud sets up more dan- and title - liaisons Dangereuses: Gellar plays a rich the pk>l - and title - and academic associate, he remains connected. He has impeccable manners. Reflux and hair, 37, creative, shapely, not fit, not dumb or acting goofy doc - .

Kiss with all his charms. He wears a sweater, modest hoop earrings, dark pants, and even sports to construct an aerosol in her hair. To re­ qui­ etly: the same, a mercifully good-looking teen who has impeccable manners. Reflux and hair, 37, creative, shapely, not fit, not dumb or acting goofy doc - .
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AIDS is not over... New advances in drug therapies are helping in the battle against AIDS. Still, not everyone can afford them. And those who can are still living with the debilitating effects of the disease and the drugs. And 17,000 Americans died of AIDS last year. AIDS will only be over when that number around the world is zero.

The AIDS Ride is... A spectacular 3-day, 275-mile journey by bicycle through a dream world. Where 3,500 people just like you support each other in a way we rarely witness in day-to-day life. Experience the outdoors like never before—from the small communities of colonial New England to the skyline of colossal New York. 275 miles of fresh air. Over ten thousand people just like you have ridden in Boston to New York AIDS Ride over the last 4 years. Nationally, 17 Rides have sent over $55 million directly to AIDS Charities.

People who do the AIDS Ride aren't athletes... In fact most have never done anything like this in their lives. Many don't even own bikes when they register. It's not a race. It's not competitive. It's cooperative. You ride at your own pace, as quickly or as leisurely as you like. Grandmothers do the ride. People in their 60s, and 70s. People who are HIV-positive, who've lost loved ones to AIDS, and people who've always wanted to break out of their predictable shell into something daring and heroic.

Do I have to fend for myself in the wild? No. Our spectacular Mobile City will be the place you call home. We provide delicious hot breakfasts and dinners—Scrambled eggs. Tortellini. Apple pie. Bagged lunches. Hot showers. Volunteer massage and chiropractic. Nightly entertainment. Daily water and snack stops. We haul your luggage and provide the tents. All you have to do is pedal. People have consistently said that the AIDS Ride is the best-organized event they've ever been part of.

“I'm not a cyclist. I don't know if I can ride 275 miles. But 17,000 Americans died of AIDS last year, and that's enough to make me want to try.”

Where do the net proceeds go? The net proceeds raised by Boston riders will benefit the AIDS-related services of Fenway Health Care Center, the largest community-based provider of HIV/AIDS medical and mental health services in New England. Last year alone, Fenway provided HIV testing, medical and health services, substance abuse counseling and nutritional counseling to nearly 55,000 patients—all regardless of the individual's ability to pay.

Sounds good—I'll have to think about it... Thinking about it is the biggest thing that comes between human beings and their dreams. How many things have you said you're going to think about in life? The choice will never get easier. Nothing's going to change three days from now. The biggest difference between people who do the Ride and those who don't is that people who do the Ride register. Nothing magical. They just make the phone call. Instead of being on the fence, they're going out on training rides. Today could be the day one phone call opens up a whole new chapter in your life. And the life of someone living with AIDS. Call now to register or get a free, full-color brochure.